
 

Americans face new COVID-19 restrictions
after Thanksgiving

November 30 2020, by Tammy Webber and Heather Hollingsworth

  
 

  

A health care worker direct a person to use a swab for a self administered test at
the Miami-Dade County Youth Fairgrounds at Tamiami Park, on Sunday, Nov.
29, 2020 in Miami. (David Santiago/Miami Herald via AP)
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Americans returning from Thanksgiving break faced strict new
coronavirus measures around the country Monday as health officials
brace for a disastrous worsening of the nationwide surge because of
holiday gatherings over the long weekend.

Los Angeles County imposed a stay-at-home order for its 10 million
residents, and Santa Clara County, in the heart of Silicon Valley, banned
high school, college and professional sports and decreed a quarantine for
those who have traveled more than 150 miles outside the county.

In Hawaii, the mayor of Hawaii County said trans-Pacific travelers
arriving without a negative COVID-19 test must quarantine for 14 days,
and even those who have tested virus-free may be randomly selected for
another test upon arrival. New Jersey is suspending all youth sports.

"The red flags are flying in terms of the trajectory in our projections of
growth," said California Gov. Gavin Newsom. "If these trends continue,
we're going to have to take much more dramatic, arguably drastic,
action."

Health experts had pleaded with Americans to stay home over
Thanksgiving and not gather with anyone who didn't live with them.
Nevertheless, almost 1.2 million people passed through U.S. airports
Sunday, the most since the pandemic gripped the country in March, and
others took to the highways to be with family and friends.

Now they're being urged to watch for any signs of illness and get tested
right away if they experience symptoms.

Some families are already seeing the fallout from Thanksgiving
gatherings.

Jonathan Eshnaur lugged his 32-inch TV to a Thanksgiving Day family
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gathering at his sister's home in Olathe, Kansas, so he could watch
football outside. He wore a mask and only went into her house for the
prayer and to use the bathroom.

  
 

  

A health care worker direct a person to use a swab for a self administered test at
the Miami-Dade County Youth Fairgrounds at Tamiami Park, on Sunday, Nov.
29, 2020 in Miami. (David Santiago/Miami Herald via AP)

His father began feeling terrible that day and tested positive the next. His
mother now is showing symptoms, and six others were exposed.

"I think we all have a tendency to think it won't happen to me," said
Eshnaur, a 34-year-old special education teacher. "But that is kind of the
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issue with these kinds of viruses is it does happen, especially when we
have widespread community spread that is going on."

Priya Patel, 24, is isolating at her parents' home in San Antonio after
visiting friends over the weekend and coming down with a sore throat.

Patel, who works in public health in New York City, said she had been
careful, wearing masks in public and staying out of restaurants and bars.
But she spent time at a friend's home in Texas over Thanksgiving.

"I'm an extremely extroverted person, and there is just so much time I
can spend with my parents at home," said Patel, who will stay away from
her parents, both of whom have preexisting medical conditions, and wear
a mask inside their home for the next 14 days.

Health officials are urging people to remain vigilant until a vaccine
becomes widely available, which is not expected to happen for at least a
few months.

On Monday, Moderna Inc. said it will ask U.S. and European regulators
to allow emergency use of its COVID-19 vaccine as new study results
confirm the shots offer strong protection. Pfizer is also seeking approval
for its vaccine and hopes to begin administering shots in the U.S. in
December.

The virus is blamed for over 267,000 deaths and more than 13.4 million
confirmed infections in the U.S. The country on average is seeing more
than 160,000 new cases per day and over 1,400 deaths—a toll on par
with what the nation witnessed in mid-May, when New York City was
the epicenter.
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In this July 27, 2020, file photo, nurse Kathe Olmstead prepares a shot that is
part of a possible COVID-19 vaccine, developed by the National Institutes of
Health and Moderna Inc., in Binghamton, N.Y. Moderna Inc. says it will ask
U.S. and European regulators to allow emergency use of its COVID-19 vaccine
as new study results confirm the shots offer strong protection. (AP Photo/Hans
Pennink, File)

A record 90,000 people were in the hospital with the virus in the U.S. as
of Sunday, pushing many medical institutions to the limit.

West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice said hospitals across the state will reduce
elective surgeries to ensure there is room for coronavirus patients. The
number of people hospitalized with COVID-19 jumped 29% in the past
week. In Kansas City, Kansas, hospital and nursing officials said they
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fear there will not be enough nurses to staff new hospital beds in the
metro area if COVID-19 cases continue unchecked. Health officials on
Monday added 4,425 confirmed infections and 87 hospitalizations to the
state's pandemic tally since Friday.

Rhode Island's hospitals reached their COVID-19 capacity on Monday,
the same day the state's two-week pause took effect. Under restrictions
announced by Gov. Gina Raimondo, some businesses will be required to
shut down, while others are restricted. Residents are also asked to limit
their social circles to people in their household.

"This will not be easy, but I am pleading with you to take it seriously,"
Raimondo said in a statement.

In suburban St. Louis, a hospital official warned that hospitalizations
could double in two to three weeks if people don't quarantine after
Thanksgiving gatherings. SSM Health DePaul Hospital in Bridgeton,
Missouri, last week brought in a morgue trailer to store the dead,
canceled elective surgeries and doubled up patients in rooms.

"We will be absolutely overwhelmed," said Shelly Cordum, vice
president of patient care services and chief nursing officer. "I can't even
imagine what we are going to be facing in three weeks if we stay on this
path."

Dr. Anthony Fauci, the government's foremost infectious-disease expert,
warned on ABC over the weekend that the country could see a "surge
upon surge" of infections tied to Thanksgiving. And White House
corononavirus task force coordinator Dr. Deborah Birx told CBS that
people who traveled should "assume that you were exposed and you
became infected," and get tested if they experience symptoms.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
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be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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